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Hello
&

Welcome
Relax and Take a Breath of Fresh Ayr.

Ayr Magazine is a publication for creatives to gain 
maximum exposure while allowing their talents to be 

showcased, centerfold. Our team is ecstatic to finally bring 
you our first issue! We work very hard, day in and day out to 
find the best content online through various social media 
channels. We strive to broaden the network of creatives 
across the world!

Ayr Magazine is a tool designed to inspire creativity. It’s time 
for you (Creative) to receive the recognition you deserve! If 
you have content that you believe is editorial worthy, submit 
via Social Media (#ayrmag) or E-Mail (ayrdigital@outlook.
com). We look forward to seeing all of your amazing work!

Please feel free to contact us with any ideas, questions, 
comments or concerns !

-Thank You

Taylor Walker

Editor

https://www.instagram.com/explore/tags/ayrmag/


ayr 
Fashion, Photography, Videography, 
Modeling, Music, Sports, Technology, 
Health, Art & Business

“Dedicated to creativity allowing Creatives to breathe again.”
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HARUTA
PHOTOGRAPHER

TOKYO, JAPAN

Photos Courtesy of Haruta 
Pgs. 8-12
See Credits (p.55-56)

Age:27

Ethnicity: Japanese

Quote: “Daily Evolution”

"SLOW AND STEADY WINS THE RACE"
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"In school I studied design and worked a full-
time job. After work I began taking pictures 
for Instagram. Photography taught me about 
the charm and pleasure of photography. There 
is a lot of work in photography for me in 
Japan. However, I knew nothing about camera 
settings in the beginning. I did not believe 
that it would become my job!

I want to shape my photography, so I can take 
pictures for magazines. I am stimulated by 
my friends being around during my creation 
process. Everyone can take pictures, so I 
specialize in showcasing the personality in 
every photo I take.... This intrigues viewers!

I began to be conscious of the direction of 
light and color. The light makes shadows 
which in return tells stories. Now, I do not 
think much about the composition, I press 
the shutter when I think the timing is right. 
Honestly, anyone can shoot the same location 
that I have chosen, therefore I am particularly 
conscious of my own color schemes and 
density... It gives off a lot of information in the 
photo.

Now, I mainly take photographs of the 
cityscape in Tokyo. Japan is a beautiful 
country with old and modern townscape. The 
horizion is soft during the day and the bright 
lights shimmer during the night. If you are 
interested, I recommend you to come to Japan 
to visit." 
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Q4 Sports
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Offical Shoe of Darren Collison of the Indian Pacers
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The Loyalty Club
“Only for the Loyal few”

Photos Courtesy of The Loyalty Club
Pgs. 14-17
See Credits (p.55-56)
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Some may know them as “The Loyalty 
Club” but Jarroid Warner and Blake “Blizzy” 
Robinson have more in store for their con-
sumers and fans. Both, are designers from 
Lousiana, Jarroid a graduate from Xavier 
Universiy and “Blizzy” a back-up drummer 
for Hip-Hop Superstar “G-Eazy”. Yes, G-Eazy 
the rapper who made the song you have in 
your iPhone - “It aint safe for the black and 
the white girls, it aint safe, it aint safe, it aint 
safe, it aint safe..... Too much?” OK, Duly 
noted! 

Local creatives Dominic Scott and Amber 
Leggett can be seen wearing and modeling 
the brand on a regular day basis around 
New Orleans. “We want to become a 
staple in the city”, they proclaimed Friday 
morning as they interact with customers 
while conducting a Live Video interview. 

Honestly, handling customers and inter-
viewing for magazines must be something 
they are accustomed to doing. Jarroid fo-
cusing on the camera while Blizzy handles 
the customer, - who was talking too much, 
“Hurry up and buy!” - making it all seem so 
effortless!

These young men are striving for positivity 
and pushing forward creativity for 
New Orleans, buying cameras for local 
photographers and using freelance models 
for advertisement. They are known for 
lacing influencers with their entire arsenal, 
ranging from hats, accessories, jackets, 
chains, wallets, backpacks and handbags. 
Blizzy expressed, "Our inspiration for The 
Loyalty Club was simple... We were tired of 
paying for clothes. Why not start a clothing 
brand that expresses not only us but New 
Orleans?". They expressed planning ahead 
for upcoming releases and lagging pre-
orders from outsourced countries were the 
main obstacles to overcome for the up and 
coming brand. Although, their concern 
for quality and substaining a small circle 
allows them to remain composed during the 
journey. 

This brand is truly "Only for the Loyal Few". 
Their ability to balance work and play have 
them at the top of their game! What's next 
for the duo in New Orleans? All we know 
is these two are climbing to new heights as 
they take over New Orlean's fashion scene. 

(Blake "Blizzy" Robinson, Jarroid Warner)
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@truelifeoftimmy
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Classic Work Vest
$80.00

Multi Color 
Flannel
$70.00
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Francesco Tagliavia
Graphic Designer
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CHAMPION x Champagne

Artwork Courtesy of Francesco Tagliavia
Pgs. 18-20
See Credits (p.55-56)
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KRISTEN HOEFMEISTER

(TEXT UNDERLINED  IS HYPERLINKED, CLICK TO BE REDIRECTED)

Available 2/2/19 

SoundCloud  AudioMack  YouTube Instagram

ayr 
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KRISTEN HOEFMEISTER
HOFMEISTER 

        LOL
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Part 1

A woman that can do both.

Model and Artist.

Painter by night, model by day, whilst traveling the 
world

From the polar opposite seasons of New Zealand to 
the windy winds of Chicago,

“Everything Happens for a Reason”

Is what she stated as a her favorite quote,

Does everything truly happen for a reason?

College wasn’t on the agenda for her as she saw her 
dreams in the pupils of her eyes.

Some may not agree with a decision as such,

Some people make decisions, some people may 
excuses…

She can careless about both as she continues to 
knock down doors & walls!

After our casual game of phone tag, which we have 
mastered.....

We finally got a chance to sit down and talk with 
Kristen Hoefmeister…. correction “Hofmester”

---- “Fuck it”…. smh (“Now write Hofmeister 10x 
each” in the voice of my Second grade teacher) ---

But that was after we misspelled her name on the 
cover lol,

(The title page isn’t a typo, we just thought it would 
be cool to leave the raw mistakes for the masses….”

Growing up in Lafayette, she started painting and 
drawing at an early age

Graduating from high school only a year ago, mode-
ling was honestly an accident,
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Art/Photos Courtesy of Kristen Hofmeister
Pgs. 21-25
See Credits (p.55-56)24
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A friend needed help and she filled in and fell in love with it.

Her parents were very supportive of her art but no so much of her 
modeling,

January ‘18 she embarked on a journey to California for her first trip by 
herself as an adult,

Influential,

------

“Everything Happens for a Reason”

Relationship struggles began to hinder her growth,

How often do we find that to be true?

Detoxing from toxicity was much needed for her,

Highlighting the truth of up and downs has helped her grow.

Realizing that there is more out there helped her regain focus.

Part 2

Out of the country,

How many can say that they have traveled out of the country,

Europe

New Zealand,

Now!

Chicago in a few days!

 @kristen_hofmeister

https://www.instagram.com/kristen_hofmeister/


     Continued.

------ “Backpacking across Europe at that.”

She’s picking up and traveling where she left off,

Only this time carrying less extra baggage! (Insert Pettiness) 

-------

She commends her photographers. 

Genuine is her word to describe them,

------ “Los Angeles, Ca end of January.”

She’s no fool,

Expresses her concern with model & photographer relationships

Models become gazelles

Photographers, roaring lions,

Looking to capitalize on easy prey

Not her, with those Louisiana morals values.

She wasn’t a born artist, consistency paved her way,

Consistency.

Now she inspires young women to be great! 

AND inspires young men,

“To get a woman who can do both”

-The End

(No feelings were hurt during the come-up of Kristen Hofmeister)
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@Mokuyobithreads  

https://www.instagram.com/mokuyobithreads/


lonely Balloon…

immeasurable pain or…

mistaken intuition,

intuitive…

deserted madness reconciled,

never!

keyless doors,

cars with motors motionless 

the loneliest balloon,

liberation was predestined…

soar and follow the light,

lonely Balloon!

-Anonymous
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Photography Courtesy of Haruta
See Credits (p.55-56)
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 IDO 2.0 - Bench Furniture Design

“My aim is to create beautiful, unique, functional spaces and 
objects by theoretical research and experimentation of systems, 
forms and materials. I am working on the basis of an idea-driven 

design methodology which enables that the final concept is original, 
aesthetically stunning, intelligently designed that function well and 
people enjoy. I invent new forms for existing functions and new functions 
to existing forms”

ANNA SZONYI



33 Design Courtesy of Anna Szonyi
Pgs. 32-35
See Credits (p.55-56)
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Q. Tellus a little bit about yourself? 

A. I began my career studying fine art, architecture 
and furniture design at Moholy-Nagy University 
of Art and Design in Budapest, the school of Erno 
Rubik (Rubik's cube). Upon graduation I had the 
opportunity to move to the UAE where I spent over 
11 years up to now working as an architect, design 
manager and product designer. In 2015 I set up my 
design studio in Dubai, Studio Anna Szonyi and in 
2017 I partnered with Apical Reform Design Studio 
and we opened together a design gallery in Dubai 
Design District: AR Gallery.

Q. What type of product do you create? 

A. My work ranges from designing bespoke 
furniture, small scale high-end interior design 
and architectural projects and art installations 
to managing designs for new cities and mega 
projects.

Q. What are some long-term goals you have for 
yourself?

A. I am planning to start my own product brand 
next year. First having the fabrication outsourced 
but my long-term goal is to have my own factory 
creating these pieces where I have full control of 
the quality and the feasibility as well as I will have 
space to experiment as mush as I want. I would 
also love to design more and more for existing 
furniture and product brands.

Q. What inspires you the most?

A. When I design I marry my background from 
art, experimentation and innovation with my 
professional and cultural experiences. Each 
project and piece is created by a tailor-made design 
approach based on a leading idea which is erected 
directly from the profound nature of the design's 
subject or any other element the design is being 
inspired by. The application of a leading idea 
through the design process originally leads to the 
concept solution that is truly unique.

Q. What is one thing you want the world to know 
about yourself and the product you create?

A. I want to change the perception of the objects 
and their dedicated function. I want to create 
things and spaces that challenges the standard 
ideas of how they should look and how they 
should work. In my belief this is the only way that 
something revolutionary can be created. I want to 
be known as an inventor more than a designer or 
artist. 

Q. How has being a product designer promoted 
your evolution as an individual?

I started as an architect and evolved into a 
multidisciplinary designer. When I started working 
with products my clientele, my work environment 
and method changed. I had started doing events, 
press releases, product launches etc. which meant 
I had more opportunity for direct interaction with 
the end user than when I worked on buildings. 
This taught me a lot and helped me grow as an 
individual because I had direct feedback as well.

Q. What is one lesson you have learned from your 
line of work that prepared you for the future?

A. Feasibility. A successful new product - that 
assumed is already positioned well - is to be made 
the most cost efficient way while not sacrificing on 
the quality. It is a very sensitive process to be able 
to find the right balance between the selling price 
and the manufacturing cost, and it's all about how 
much the business can sacrifice on both.

Q. What do you feel makes your product design 
easily distinguishable? 

A. The products I design often has a "surprise" 
effect as they are usually quite far from what they 
are expected to look for a certain function. I love 
to watch the people's reaction when they first see 
my products and when I see that they are positively 
shocked with a wide smile on their faces or going 
closer and observing them from all the angles to 
figure out how they work and moving that's when I 
know I did a good job. 



“My work ranges from designing bespoke 
furniture, small scale high-end interior design 
and architectural projects and art installations 

to managing designs for new cities and mega 
projects”.
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“I would advise to only start in this 
field if one can be fully dedicated to 
his/her work. Do it out of passion not 
necessity”

@
an

na
sz

on
yi

 

NAME: ANNA SZONYI

AGE: 35

ETHNICITY: EUROPEAN

EDUCATION: (MA) DESIGNER IN 
ARCHITECTURAL ARTS;  (MA) DESIGN 
MANAGER - MOME BUDAPEST

OCCUPATION: MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
DESIGNER, ARCHITECT

FAVORITE QUOTE: "FORM FOLLOWS 
EMOTION" - HARTMUT ESSLINGER

https://www.instagram.com/annaszonyi/
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Love hates roses,

Toiling, withering

Faint odor of newness,

on each petal, dew no more

As they occupy my space,

Selfishy unnurturing,

One must consider truth

"To love or not"

decisions in my veins,

"To trust or not"

decisions made in vain,

truth,

frightens the soul.

love,

golder than gold...

Though roses may wither,

wind indestructible 

concrete grown

Roses Love love.

   -anonymous



BLACK BEAN BURGER

KALE SALAD, BUTTERNUT SQUASH, BLUEBERRY DRESSING

Health & Wellness [blog]

 

Tyler D. Fulton
Intergrative Nutritionist MS

mindbodynutri.com
@mind_body_nutri

http://mindbodynutri.com
https://www.instagram.com/mind_body_nutri/


As a nutritionist it is my passion to 
ensure that my community and 
others worldwide understand 

what it means to be healthy. As an athlete, 
coach and health educator I find my heart 
in the right place within the health and 
wellness community. With a Masters of 
Nutrition and Human Performance, I use 
my knowledgeable techniques to teach 
and guide individuals to a healthy lifestyle. 
Being healthy goes far beyond weight loss. 
It’s physical, emotional and mental. All 
these components help build a healthy 
lifestyle and ensures a healthy mind 
and body. It all starts with what we feed 
ourselves! 

Tyler D. Fulton

Intergrative Nutritionist MS
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@foreign.ru

https://www.instagram.com/foreign.ru/
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@sunni.dia

https://www.instagram.com/sunni.dia/
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@ghostfacelexx

https://www.instagram.com/ghostfacelexx/
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@noahkalina

https://www.instagram.com/noahkalina/
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Photography  Courtesy of Noah Kalina
Pgs. 43-48
See Credits (p.55-56)

@noahkalina

https://www.instagram.com/noahkalina/


T A Y L O R W A L K E R
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mul·ti·fac·et·ed

/ˌməltēˈfasədəd,ˌməltīˈfasədəd/ 
adjective

 having many facets.

https://www.instagram.com/taylorwaaaa/
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Photography: @polarach

fac·et

/ˈfasət/ 

noun

plural 
noun: 
facets

https://www.instagram.com/polarach/
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Mo d e l .

 En t r e p r e n e u r .

 St u d e n t . 

At h l e t e . 

Co l l e g e 
G r a d u a t e . 

If we were given the option of describing her 
in a few words those would be the perfect fit. 
As her dog's barking echoes in the back of our 

conversation, her words overpower the noisy animal. 
She’s focused even though chaos is surrounding her 
inner and outer space. Her father once told her, “If it 
doesn’t make dollars it doesn’t make cents”, and those 
words replay in her mental, every second of every day.

After graduating from the University of 
Louisiana at Lafayette (ULL) she began 
taking her craft seriously even though 

she lacked the familial support she desired. 
The thought of pursuing something that wasn’t 
making dollars or sense at the moment helped 
her realize she was heading in the right direction. 

As a young woman she would watch 
“America’s Next Top Model” with aspirations 
of becoming America’s Next Top Model! 

Taylor's parents pushed her towards education but 
she rebelled and decided to pursue her dreams. A 
student-athlete living in Lafayette, Louisiana with 
an overload of homework and track practices, 
managing to find time to tackle her personal 
goals. Limitations are no match for this woman!

She’s now a College Graduate with a full-time 
job and a part-time hustle. She’s actively 
shooting after work and on off days. Her 

hard work doesn’t go unnoticed as she recently 
signed with modeling agencies; Posh Society 
Management & Brown Agency. She can’t be stopped! 
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We leave you with one question...
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"Are those dollars that didn’t make 
cents making sense now?"
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